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Different from the traditional centralized finance and 
exchange, the emergence of decentralized finance and 
exchange enables users to hold their own assets safely, and 
conveniently participate in various DeFi projects to obtain 
income. However, there are some problems in common DeFi
projects, such as high threshold, high transaction cost, unfair 
token distribution, large number of team pre-mine and pre-
sale. Aworld aims to create a decentralized platform that 
perfectly solves existing problems, has a complete ecosystem, 
and real global influence, and eventually develops into a 
unicorn level decentralized exchange.

Aworld company

Aworld wants to be a fully community driven

decentralized exchange, with community users holdin

g 100% of the platform token AWO.



Aworld Ecosystem
There are four phases of Aworld ecosystem, in which the
total amount of token AWO is 3 million, which will be
distributed in the first three stages, and it will be destroyed
with the official buyback, so as to reduce the total supply of
AWO and achieve the purpose of deflation and value-
added.
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Phase 1:  Aggregator vault

Maximum 1,000,000 AWO token will be 

distributed in Aworld vault phase, meanwhile, 

official buyback will be launched. 

Aworld investors will receive AWO token weekly, 

based on 1% of investment value. 

priceCurrentAWO

tmentvalueVaultinves
mountWeeklyAWOa

%1*




Phase 2: Staking

Maximum 1,000,000 AWO 
token will be distributed in 
Aworld staking phase which 
include 3 staking pools.

AWO pool, 
AWO token will be distributed 
monthly based on 10% of AWO 
staking value. 

USDT pool, 
AWO token will be distributed 
monthly based on 8% of USDT 
staking value. 

Vault proof pool, 
AWO token will be distributed 
monthly based on 0.8% of 
vault investment value. 

priceCurrentAWO

valueAWOstaking
amountMonthlyAWO

%10*


priceCurrentAWO

gvalueUSDTstakin
amountMonthlyAWO

%8*


priceCurrentAWO

tmentvalueVaultinves
amountMonthlyAWO

%8.0*
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Phase 3: Liquidity mining

AUSDT pool, 
AWO token will be distributed monthly based on 10% of AUSDT value.  

Maximum 1,000,000 AWO token will be 
distributed in Aworld liquidity mining phase 
which include 2 liquidity pools.

priceCurrentAWO

ngvalueAUSDTstaki
amountMonthlyAWO

%10*


AETH pool, 
AWO token will be distributed monthly based on 10% of AETH value.  

priceCurrentAWO

gvalueAETHstakin
amountMonthlyAWO

%10*




Phase 4: 
Aworldswap, AWO holders will get 

bonus from Aworldswap exchange fees.

Phase 5: 
Lending platform and other DeFi

services.
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The AWO token can be used to participate 

in the staking pool and liquidity mining pool 

to obtain more AWO.

AWO 

Token

AWO is the ERC20 token issued by Aworld based on Ethereum. 
As the only platform token of Aworld, AWO holders have the 
right to participate in the ecology of Aworld, and the holders will 
automatically receive 50% of AWO dividends out of 5% of the 
official buyback fee and 50% of USDT dividends out of 3% of the 
Aworldswap exchange fee.



Deposit amount: 
200 USDT to 799 USDT

Weekly profit: 3.5%

Weekly AWO 
production: 1%

220% total profit 

Two Star

Deposit amount: 
50 USDT to 199 USDT

Weekly profit: 3%

Weekly AWO 
production: 1%

200% total profit 

One StarAworld
Investment Plan
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Deposit amount: 
2500 USDT to 9999 USDT

Weekly profit: 4.5%

Weekly AWO 
production: 1%

260% total profit 

Four Star

Deposit amount: 
800 USDT to 2499 USDT

Weekly profit: 4%

Weekly AWO 
production: 1%

240% total profit 

Three StarAworld
Investment Plan
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Deposit amount: 
10,000 USDT to 500,000 USDT

Weekly profit: 5%

Weekly AWO production: 1%

350% total profit 

Five StarAworld
Investment Plan
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Weekly Bonus: 

10,000 USDT

One star

Direct promotion bonus: 10%
Binary Bonus: 10% 
Leadership Bonus: 0

Aworld Marketing Bonus Plan

Two star

Direct promotion bonus: 10%
Binary Bonus: 10% 
Leadership Bonus: 20%

Weekly Bonus: 

20,000 USDT



Weekly Bonus: 

40,000 USDT

Three star
Direct promotion bonus: 10%
Binary Bonus: 11%

Leadership Bonus: 20% of first line profit, 
15% of second line profit

Aworld Marketing Bonus Plan

Weekly Bonus: 

80,000 USDT

Four star
Direct promotion bonus: 10%
Binary Bonus: 12%

Leadership Bonus: 20% of first line profit, 
15% of second line profit, and 10% of third line profit



Weekly Bonus: 

200,000 USDT

Aworld Marketing Bonus Plan

Five star
Direct promotion bonus: 12%
Binary Bonus: 13% 

Leadership Bonus: 20% of first line profit, 
15% of second line profit,
10% of third line profit, and 
5% of fourth line profit



Lukasik is a seasoned tech entrepreneur, with over 30 years in the 
ICT field and extensive experience, research and development, 
financial analysis, and operations management.
In 2010, he founded Hotspot network airbone access, which was 
acquired by PLDT in 2018. Now, he forcus in blockchain field and 
founded Aworld blockchain LTD in 2020.
Holding roles as director, advisor, and mentor in various tech 
startups in UK, Lukasik is considered be one of the pioneers and 
thought leaders of UK tech startup scene. Lukasik regularly speaks 
at local and international forums on the UK startup ecosystem such 
as the Harvard business conference in London, with the Global 
Innovation Gathering at the annual public conference in Berlin, and 
regional startup conferences in Asia.

CEO

Lukasik Jacques



CTO

Dennis Closson
Dennis is a software engineer who 

is passionate about machine 

learning and blockchain technology. 

He holds an engineering degree in 

computer science engineering and 

is a passionate economist. He built 

his first digital marketing startup 

when he was a teenager, and 

worked with multiple Fortune 500 

companies along with smaller firms. 

When he is not solving blockchain

problems at the company, he can be 

found writing about the blockchain

or roller skating with his friends.



CMO: Kevin Hogue

Style
www.aworld.vc

Kevin is a performance-driven marketing professional with more more than 5 

years of experience building high-profile relationships, developing and executing 

successful sales strategies, and exceeding corporate objectives. Accomplished 

executive with domestic and international experience in operations, P&L 

oversight, multichannel product distribution, and marketing involving both startup 

and growth organizations. Background in creating highly effective digital 

marketing campaigns and business development plans. Successful in leading top 

teams, building and maintaining client relationships, and leveraging core strengths 

to maximize success



Please feel free to contact the online customer service of 
Aworld between 10:00-17:00 (GMT) from Monday to Friday.

The direct promotion bonus will be generated immediately 
when the investment comes into effect. The binary bonus 
will be paid at 17:00 (GMT) every day, and the leadership 
bonus will be paid at 17:00 (GMT) every Sunday.

Your wallet is the only certificate of account ownership, 
please keep it properly.

The minimum withdrawal amount is 10 USDT, no 
maximum limit.

Aworld provides flash buyback service according to AWO
real-time price. Please refer to the project litepaper for 
AWO specific rules and overall project ecosystem.



Join The Winning Team

We are defining a new world
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